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Introduction
As part of an attempt to understand why teachers use particular
approaches to planning, this study addressed the question of how
primary teachers are taught to plan by training institutions in Western
Australia. The main reason for conducting this survey was the
assumption that, although teachers' planning is influenced by other
factors (such as the particular requirements ofthe schools in which they
teach, what they believe to be their role as teachers, and the
characteristics of the particular students) a major influence, especially if
they are new to teaching, is how they were taught to plan during their
initial training.
The su rvey collected data from teacher educators and thei r students,
in the following manner:
(a) questionnaires to the head of subject departments at each primary
teacher training institution,
(b) interviews with practice departments and sample of subject
departments of each primary teacher training institution,
(c) questionnaires to a 1 in 7 sample of graduating teachers from each
primary teacher training institution, and
(d) interviews with 5 randomly selected graduating teachers from each
primary teacher training institution.
This paper reports the questionnaire and interview results from the
graduating teachers. Responses to the questionnaire items have been
tabulated, and quotations from the interviews have been selected to
illustrate the different pOints of view.
Procedure
,
In order to obtain the collective impressions of what the seven
hundred and eighteen new primary teachers who applied for
employment with the Education Department of Western Australia in
1980 thought they had been taught about planning, one graduate in
every seven from the larger teacher training institutions was selected
from an alphabetical list and was posted a questionnaire. In the case of
other courses that produce only a small number of teachers,
questionnaires were sent to a higher proportion of the graduates. In the
case of one institution, all graduates were sent a questionnaire. The
response rate of almost 60% was acceptable in view ofthe fact that home
addresses had to be used because some institutions had finished
teaching for the year.
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This response rate resulted in the number of respondees from the
major teacher training institutions ranging from 11 to 16. The responses
of graduates from other primary teacher training courses have been left
in the totals shown in the tables that follow, however where figures are
shown for any single institution they are from one of the four main
teacher training institutions.
At the same time the questionnaires were sent, an outline of the
study, an invitation to an interview, and a copy of the interview questions
were sent to ten graduating teachers from each institution. To select
these subjects, the first ten names with metropolitan addresses were
taken from the alphabetical lists of graduating primary teachers from
each institution. The first five to reply from each institution were
interviewed.
The questionnaire and interview schedule contained basically the
same questions adjusted to fit the respective formats. The interview
schedule contained additional questions about the examples of plans
that the interviewee had brought to illustrate the assignments, handouts
or samples of teachers' plans collected during training.
The questionnaires were intended to provide a generalizable
statement of the opinions of graduating teachers.
The interviews provided more detailed answers to suggest
explanations of the questionnaire data. They also served as a validity
check on the interpretation graduates were likely to make of the
questions.
The actual questions used are shown above the tables. They were
selected so as to ask about the role of planning in their courses in a
simple and non-leading way. When it was in draft form the questionnaire
was tested in an interview situation with three graduating teachers from
different institutions and was refined in the light of their suggestions.
It was interesting to note the high degree of similarity between the
interview comments and the questionnaire data combined by institution.
During analysis of the questionnaires and interview transcripts it
became clear that while there were very great differences between the
opinions of students from different institutions, within individual
institutions the opinions from both questionnaires and interviews were
remarkably consistent. The consistency has resulted in many instances
in which all of the respondees from a particular institution hav'e
expressed the same opinion (such that the questionnaire data for that
institution shows zero or one hundred per cent). This high degree of
consistency seems indicative of high reliability if the training institutions
were taken as the unit of analysis.

trea.tment by gradu~ti~~ teachers anxious about employment. To guard
against . thiS possibility, the postal questionnaire contained an
expla~atlo~ of the p~rpos:s of the study and a guarantee that returned
questIOnnaires and interview transcripts were strictly anonymous.
.

:he. simila.rity of intra-institutional results, coupled with inter-

l~stltutlOnal dl!f~rence~ speaks against the presence of this possible

bias bec~us~ It IS unlikely that each institution would have its own
systematic blasacross a random sample. Further evidence was provided
by s~veral of the in.terviewees who had already obtained employment
o~tslde the Education Department. Their comments were consistent
with the general pattern for their institution. In the discussion that
follow~, the tables of results are based on the questionnaire data and the
quotations are extracts from interview transcripts.
'
. All. the people w.ho received a questionnaire, or an invitation to be
interviewed were given a short summary outlining the focus of the
research so that th.ey woul~ be familiar with the terms used and be better
able to assess the Intent of the questions. In many cases, the interviewee
had read the summary and had become so familiar with the interview
sche~ule attached to the invitation that it was not necessary to ask the
questions.
.
Where possible the interview comments have been selected so that
they reflect the opinions implied by the tables; in some cases however,
these comments do not represent the full range of opinion found in the
survey d.ata. W~~n t~e comments seem biased towards either a positive
or n~g~tlve posl~lon In conflict with the survey data, it is indicative only of
~he Ilml~s of the In~~rview data which were based on a smaller sample. An
Increasl.ngly sensitive problem in educational research is the invideous
comparison of results between research subjects.
To honour a pledge made in obtaining approval to conduct this
rese.arch, the d~ta is presented in a form that avoids specific reference to
particular subject departments or training institutions and which
prevents even deductive indentification of institutions with their results.
~ersons fro~ the W?S~ Australian Primary Teacher Training Institutions
Interested In obtaining the results that applied to their subject
department, to compare with the average shown below, should contact
the authors.

E~ch of the tables that fOllow show three columns of percentages.
Th~ flrs~ column shows t~e percentage of all the respondees that gave an
~ffI~ma~lve r.eply t? that !tem. Th.ese are the replies from all six training

It might be thought that questions, possibly perceived as coming
from the major employing authority, might have received biased

institutions Including primary Diploma of Education graduates. These
percentages are based on sixty eight replies. The second and third
col.u~ns. sh?w .the individual replies from the major primary teacher
training institutions. As stated above, these percentages are based on
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between 11 and 16 responses. I n order to prevent deductive
identification bf institutions separate resu Its for each institution have not
. been shown. Instead, the second column shows the lowest percentage
from any of the major institutions for that item. The third column shows
the highest percentage from any of the major institutions.

TABLE ONE
Question: In what subject areas was the planning of programme~
taught?
Total (%)
Across
Institutions

Minimum
Value (%)
Within any
Institution

Maximum
Value (%)
Within any
Institution

Mathematics

72

25

100

Science

65

33

100

Social Sciences

90

67

100

English (Language Arts)

59

33

75

Music

56

0

94

Physical Education

51

50

83

Art

53

17

100

Practice Teaching

62

8

91

For example, in Table One the first column shows that for the area of
mathematics, 72% of all respondees considered that planning
programmes had been taught during their course of trai~in~ .. The
second column shows that the minimum value for any individual

Subjects

institution for this item was 25%. This indicates that only 25% (of those
responding from one institution) answered that they had been taught
about planning programming in mathematics. The third column shows
that the maximum value for this item was 100%. Therefore, at least at one
other institution all respondees considered that mathematics planning
had been taught.
The difference between columns two and three indicates the range of
opinion when the data is grouped by institutions.
T~e

points of note in Table One are:

(a) the high rating given to Social Science. (It has the highest rating ~n
the data pooled across institutions (column one). The 67% In
column two is the minimum of the responses from any institution.
This indicates that, in the worst case, two thirds of the graduates
considered that planning Social Sciences had been taught. In the
best case (column three) all the graduates from that institution
considered it had been taught).
(b) the low rating given to English and non-core subject areas. (In the
best case only 75% of respondees considered that planning English
teaching had been taught; whereas at one institution only 33%
considered it to have been taught. Music, Physical Education and
Art, also received low ratings. At least at one institution no graduate
considered that planning Music teaching had been taught and
(perhaps at another institution) only 17% thought that planning Art
teaching had been taught. It is important to note that at other
institutions Music and Physical Education are considered to have
been taught by 94%,83% and 100% respectively (see column three).
The highest rating given to the planning of English teaching was
75%. This was the lowest maximum rating for any subject.)
(c) the low rating given to Mathematics at one institution. (As may be
seen from column one, planning Mathematics teaching received the
second highest over-all rating, yet at one institution, as shown by
column two, it received the lowest rating of any of the core-area
subjects.)
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All of these

4

0

19

Most of these

69

50

100

Few of these

24

0

33

None of these

1

0

8

The lower part of the table shows the responses grouped across
subjects. That is (in column one) 4% of all the respondees considered
that planning programmes of work had been taught in all of the subject
areas during their course of training; 69% considered that it had been
taught in most subject areas; 24% thought it had been taught in few
subject areas; and 1 % held that it had not been taught in any area.
The second column in the lower part of table one Shows the lowest
ratings for the above categories. That is, at least at one institution no
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TABLE TWO
respondee held that planning had been taught in all areas; at perhaps
another institution only 50% thought it had been taught in most areas.
The zeroes in the "Few of these" and "None of these" categories indicate
that at least at one institution, no students responded that planning had
been taught in few (or no) subject areas.

~uestion:

In what. subject areas have the suggested approaches
mcorporated breakmg down the programmed material into actual
lessons? (e.g., as in a Daily Workpad).
Subjects

Total %

Minimum % Maximum %

In the lower part of the third column the highest ratings for responses
grouped across subjects are shown. It should be surprising that of all the
major training institutions 19% was the largest percentage that
considered planning had been taught in all subject areas. All respondees
from at least one institution considered planning had been taught in
most areas. This contrasts with 33% from another institution that held
that planning prgrammes had been taught in few subject areas only.

Mathematics

34

8

56

Science

28

8

64

Social Science

56

36

81

English

32

17

37

Music

40

0

67

Many of those interviewed considered that they had received
insufficient instruction about planning methods. A typical comment

Physical Education

43

8

62

was:

Art

34

0

83

Practice Teaching

41

25

50

4

0

6

We received no real information about methods of programming.
We were given some advice notes and on our long-term practice we
were asked to prepare programmes for two subject areas. We were
expected to follow the teacher's method of programming.
There was substantial agreement that the "discovery" approach to
learning about planning was considered to be an inefficient use of time.
Many interviewees indicated that they would have preferred direct
instruction. For example:
We wasted a lot of time working out for ourselves what to do. The
assignments were very time consuming. I don't believe that we need
to work it out for ourselves. Early in the course we should be shown
what programmes are for and what they look like and have
opportunity to discuss them.
Some of the comments indicated that the courses had not shown
ways of using the available syllabus material. One interviewee said:
We have been shown how to prepare expansion charts and how to
use Source Books in some subject areas. We have not really been
shown how to use the syllabuses at al/. We have been shown what
the syllabuses look like and some things about what's in them but
not how a teacher should use them.
At one institution at least, all respondees indicated that they had been
taught about planning in most subject areas. A matching interview
comment was:
I think that overall we received quite adequate instruction about
planning programmes.
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All of these
Most of these

32

17

67

Few of these

49

25

55

7

0

18

None of these

Again in Tab!e Two the ~osition of Social Science is noteworthy. It
may ~e appropriate ~o mention that neither the questionnaire, nor the
materIal accompanying it made any reference to Social Science so that it
seems reasonab~e to assume that differences shown are as the
respondees considered the situation to be.
It should be remembered that the zeros in the 'minimum' column each
:ep~es~nt at leas~ ~,ne. situation in which all respondees from an

institution have said this was not done during my course". If onl
fe
respondees had this opinion, it might be held that they had
it ;.
bee~. absent. When al~ of the respondees from an institution hold the
position that something was not taught, this is quite a powerful
statement.

fOrgott~~

The main pOints of note in Table Two are:
(a) the percentages are much lower overall than Table One. (This
suggests that t~e style of pl~nning teaching encouraged in many
ca~es d?es. not Include breaking the planned material into lessons
This POint IS addressed further below.)
.
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(b) the very low ratings at some institutions. (Mathematics, Science,
Music, Physical Education and Art each receive minimum rating
below 10%. Therefore, 90% of respondees think that they were not
shown how to break programmed materials into actual lessons in
those subject areas.)
The results in the lower table show that almost two thirds of the
respondees from one institution considered that breaking programmed
material into lessons had been taught in most of the above subject areas
(column three), whereas over half of those responding from another
institution considered it had been taught in few areas and 18% from one
institution held that it had not been taught at all.

Perhaps. as.a ~esult of this approach many respondees indicated that
they ~ound It difficult to reverse the process and break a unit of work into
a series of lessons. Indeed many of the sample programmes that the
had
as models were in fact a lesson series without a cohe' y
ring
overview.

~ept

TABLE THREE
Question: By which su?ject departments have you been given actual or
mock examples of Dally Workpads or programming approaches? '

The interview comments suggest that many trainee teachers had not
developed a clear concept of the planning process. For example:
We have been shown how to break the syllabus into actual lesson
plans in Language Arts and Spelling, but I've never really seen the
connection between lessons, daily workpads and programmes with
the syllabus until I read through the notes on the materials
accompanying the invitation to an interview.
As a result, the logical connection between the various steps in
planning had not become apparent to some students. Even the
seemingly self-evident link between programmes and lesson plans was
not clear to some. One interviewee said:
The college didn't really separate lesson plans from programmes in
our minds. We've not had any instruction at all in how to break the
completed topic programme into lessons to give. Of course when we
went on practice, especially A TP, we had to figure out ways of doing
this for ourselves.
Other comments suggest that many institutions begin teaching
about planning at lessons, and work from the preparation of a lesson
series to the concept of developing a programme of the work to be
covered. One interviewee considered that the approach taught was
essentially that of joining lessons together to form a programme.

Subject
Mathematics

Total %
41

Minimum % Maximum %

8

75

Science

16

0

45

Social Science

71

42

100

English

47

33

69

Music

15

0

25

Physical Education

26

17

36

Art

16

8

19

Practice Teaching

54

25

92

3

0

8

Most of these

32

17

50

Few of these

56

44

67

None of these

4

0

8

All of these

We started off writing lessons and then we were taught a series of
lessons constituted a programme. Therefore we really worked in
reverse and did not break the programme into lessons but put
lessons together into a programme.
Another interviewee thought that the approach taught did not
synthesise lessons into a unit, rather that it resulted in a chain of separate
lessons.
What we really did was to write out ten lessons on a programme

~ga.in Tabl~ Three shows
mstltutlon~. SCience, Music and

.

a wide variation within and between
Art Education courses received very low
overall ratmgs. A corresponding interview comment was:
In mathematics we have not really had planning at all. We've had

sheet.

8
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some curriculum theory perhaps but no guide to practical
programming.

TABLE FOUR
Question: In which subject areas have you collected actual examples of
teachers' programmes?

Coupled with the comments on Mathematics from Tables One and
Two, it must be considered_,amazing that over 90% of the responses from
one institution indicate that they have not been given any examples of
approaches to planning Mathematics teaching.
Column two shows that in most subject areas, at some institutions at
least, very few examples are provided to the trainees. This picture is
reinforced by column three which in the best cases examples are given
to 45%, 25%, 36% and 19% of the trainees in Science, Music, Physical
Education and Art respectively. This suggests that unless these subjects
are taken as an optional study, it is likely that trainees will not be shown
how to plan teaching them.
The lower part of Table Three showS that highest rating from any
institution was that 50% thought they had been given examples of
planning in most subject areas. At one institution 67% considered they
had received examples in few subject areas.
The popularity of guide material on programming was powerfully
illustrated recently when the issue of Axis (a magazine on Social Studies
teaching) devoted to "programming" was reported to be selling at five
dollars a copy on a student blackmarket. It is interesting to speculate as
to whether the material available about planning Social Studies has
contributed significantly to the high ratings the subject received in the
questionnaire data. The graduates interviewed generally seemed keen
to receive and look after the handout material'on programming.
The English department gave us the only handout that we have
received.
It was more common for trainees to be given suggested headings by
the subject departments as a basis for an assignment on programming.
There was not much said to us about the purpose of programming or
how to programme. We were given headings for each subject and
given assignments to do.
The invitation to attend an interview requested those accepting to
bring any file material on programming. Most of the "handout" materials
brought to the interviews were assignment sheets showing headings to
use in developing a programme. There were very few examples that
suggested methods for developing a programme in either the
"handouts" or lecture notes. However, in cases where an interviewee
produced little or no material, this probably indicates more about that
person's attitude, than the course of training.
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Total %

Minimum %

Maximum %

Mathematics

66

56

83

Science

48

25

67

Social Science

66

45

83

Subjects

English

63

45

69

Music

32

25

67

Physical Education

34

19

58

Art

38

36

50

All of these

22

9

42

Most of these

22

12

33

Few of these

43

25

62

None of these

10

6

18

It is interesting to notice in Table Four, the high percentage that claim
sample programmes in a few subjects only (62% at one
Instltut.lOn) or In no subjects at all (18% in one case). A lack of interest in
co.llectlng samp!e ~ro~rammes outside the core subjects seemed
eVident at some institutIOns. One interviewee said:
~o h~ve. collec~ed

I have ,?ot seen any programmes worth copying and therefore have
no copies of programmes or daily workpads.

The value of collecting other teachers' programmes has been
doubted by ma~y te~cher educators but carefully preserved folders
presented at the interview attest to its value as perceived by many newly
graduated teachers. The people who had examples seemed pleased to
have them and to regard them as potentially useful. Many of the files had
a carefully selected spread of subjects, however, there were few, if any
examples of daily work plans. One graduate said:
'
~o examples of
teac~ers proflrammes on

daily workpads, however, I have other
mathematics, English, science, art, social
studies, spelling, phonics and physical education.
I have
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Another interviewee, who had been particularly successful
academically, 'produced the biggest bundle of sample programmes that I
have seen. She had programmes on every subject area, in a variety of
forms (but no examples of daily planning). Her comment was:
Yes lots of examples of programming but no examples of daily
workpads.
-When asked about why they had collected samples of programmes
but not daily workpads, the general reply was that they had not heard
enough about daily workpads to realise their role in the planning process
and they had not been advised to collect them. This position seemed
strongly supported by the evidence of some of the files produced. These
graduates had built the files with careful diligence. Either collecting
samples of daily planning had not been suggested or it had been
misunderstood. Otherwise these trainees would have collected them.

Even the results across subject areas varied considerably. At one
institutio~ 91% conside:ed ~ha~ they had prepared plans in most subject
areas, while at another institution, 25% had prepared plans in only a few
areas.
Many interviewees felt that they had written more than enough
sample programmes. One student had very clear ideas of a large number
?f approa.ches to programming and daily workpad. She had very clear
!deas of different approaches to each subject. She had a very large file of
Ideas, examples, handouts, and models she had copied from other
teachers or composed herself. When asked which approach she would
use when teaching she replied:
Next year I expect to use those that I used on A TP but in more detail
still.
However, many others had had very little experience. One graduate
said:

TABLE FIVE
Question: In which subject areas have you had to prepare a set of plans
(programmes and lessons) for at least a four week period?
Total %

Minimum %

Maximum %

Mathematics

71

33

91

Science

44

12

100

Social Science

66

37

100

English

63

33

100

Music

57

9

94

Physical Education

46

33

75

Art

34

8

83

Subjects

There is lots of room in our course to be shown how to plan and
programme. We need to be shown how to do it, not left to make up a
way for ourselves. I have actually only ever written programmes for
English and reading.

TABLE SIX
Question: In which subject areas do you consider that it is important for a
teacher to prepare programmes of work?
Subjects
Mathematics
Science

Total %

Minimum % Maximum %

100

100

100

99

92

100

7

0

25

Social Science

100

100

100

Most of these

53

50

91

English

100

100

100

Few of these

26

0

25

Music

87

64

100

0

0

0

Physical Education

90

91

100

Art

87

91

100

All of these

81

64

94

Most of these

18

6

36

Few of these

0

0

0

None of these

0

0

0

All of these

None of these

Table Five indicates a very wide diversity between institutions. Most
trainees had to prepare a set of plans for all areas except Art and Physical
Education. However, whereas at some institutions nearly all students
prepared plans for most areas, at others only 12%, 9% and 8% had
prepared plans for Science, Music and Art. It should be surprising that in
some cases only 33%, 37% and 33% had prepared plans for Mathematics,
Social Science and English.
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Table Six attests to the importance that most respondees gav~ to
teachers preparing programmes of work. In the case of Mat~ematlcs,
Social Science and English, all respondees thought plannmg to b~
important. With the exception of Music, nearl~ all respo~d~es thought It
important to plan all subject areas. Therefore m Table SIX, m.three cases
the maximum and minimum values are 100% and all scores m the top of
the table are higher than in other tables.
The lower part of the table shows that overall 81 % thin.k th.att~achers
should plan in all areas (the lowest rating here for an~ mstltutlon was
64%) and no respondee thought teachers should plan m only a few (or
no) areas.

Comments on this question indicated a strong feeling that
programmes are primarily to facilitate the teacher arranging an effective
set of activities (93%) and for when a relief teacher is needed (88%), but
"to show the Principal what you are doing" and "to give teachers
confidence" were also given general support. It is noteworthy that the
answer "to co-ordinate the curriculum across years" was not listed in the
questionnaire but was written in by many respondees. It is interesting to
speculate as to how it would have been weighted had it been listed.

TABLE EIGHT
Question: For each subject area please show how you feel about the
amount of time and emphasis given to planning Daily Workpad and
programmes during your teacher education course.

TABLE SEVEN
Subject

Question: What are the main purposes you see in a teacher preparing
written plans?
Response

Total %

To show the Superintendent
what you are doing
To show the Principal what
you are doing
To enable a relief teacher
to take the class in your
absence
To give a teacher confidence about what will
happen
To facilitate the teacher
arranging an effective set
of activities
To co-ordinate the
curriculum across
years

Minimum %

Maximum %

47

37

58

63

56

75

88

60

81

25

100

92

12

83

0

19

22

8

33

51

44

73

Few of these

22

8

31

0

0
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Just about
right
2

Not quite
sufficient

No where near
sufficient

3

4

1.9

2.8

3.4

1.9

2.9

3.5

1.3

English

1.9

2.4

2.6

2.0

Music

1.8

Physical Education

1.6

3.1

2.5
2.3

2.0

2.6

3.8
3.2
3.1

94

Most of these

0

Maximum %

Mathematics

Art
93

Minimum %

Science
Social Science

All of these

None of these

More than
Needed
1

Total %

Table Eight is set in a different format. A mean response (as a scale
where (1) shows "more than needed" and (4) shows "nowhere near
sufficient") was calculated for each grouping. The number on the left in
each row is the lowest weighting given by the combined response from
any institution (equivalent to column two on the other tables). The
number in italics is the weighting of all ofthe respondees (column one on
other tables). The highest weighting from any institution is shown by the
number on the right of each row (column three on other tables). The
score of 3.8 on the far right indicates that at one institution almost all of
the respondees considered that planning Music teaching received
nowhere near enough attention. The high weighting of Social Studies is
shown by the fact that all three means cluster to the left of the scale.
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The table also shows that all mean ratings (except for Social Science)
indicate a belief that more time and emphasis to planning should be
included in the courses. The overall mean rating for time and emphasis
on planning is 2.5. Therefore Mathematics and Science with overall
means of 2.8 and 2.9 respectively are most generally shown as needing
more attention.
Mathematics, Science, English, Music, Physical Education and Art
are each given a mean rating between "Not quite sufficient" and
"Nowhere near sufficient" by the responses from at least one institution.
That this is not indicative of just a general cry for more is shown by the
fact that these subjects receive ratings between "Just about right" and
"more than sufficient" from other institutions. The fact that Music
received a mean rating of 1.8 from one institution and 3.8 from another
seems indicative of genuine differences in the courses.
The interview comments suggested a similar range of opinion. Some
comments suggested the emphasis on planning was too great:
There seemed to be too much work at the time. Now I think it will be
useful. I think we should prepare programmes. We should be shown
what they are and how to do them, but allowed to do our own.
I felt satiated with doing it.

certainly could not use .the mo.del suggested in the recording
booklet. It was extremely ImpractIcal and quite unsuited for normal
classroom use. I did not know what a daily workpad was until I was
on Assistant Teacher Practice.
Another interviewee considered that the relationship between the
progra~mes and the daily workpad was not discussed and that

suggestions were needed regarding formats for the daily workpad.

A~ no time were we told what a daily workpad was, or how it fitted in
WIth the programmes. We have received no format for constructing
daily workpads. Until very recently I thought that the daily workpad
was a lesson plan of the sort that we had filled in before teaching
practices.
The ?eginning of y.ear three was suggested by one graduate as the
most SUitable stage to Introduce guidance on preparing dailyworkpads.
I think w~ r~ally need more guidance on preparing daily workpads.
The beglnntng of Year 3 would be an appropriate time. Before we
probably would not know enough about the planning process to
realise the importance.
It was quite commonly suggested that trainee teachers should be
able to use wide range planning approaches so that they can find an
approach with which they can feel comfortable.

others thought it was too slight:
There should be a whole lot more. We are told so little. We should be
told a lot more and not asked to write more. We are told that
programming is important but we don't really see it as important
until we are nearly finished.
but at least one thought it was about right:
Well I would have liked more, however, the course was full and
therefore if we wanted to put more of that in, something else would
have had to go, and I don't know what I would have suggested to go.
We covered the matter incidentally in the course. It was always
shown to be important. I really think we should have had more on
daily workpads and their role in teaching. I think that we just came
across that by chance. However, overall I feel that we received quite
adequate instruction on programming. We did a lot of assignments.
We could get further help in the preparation of an assignment if we
felt that we needed it.

It would be very useful for students to see lots of examples of
programmes and daily workpads so that they can choose a style that
suits themselves.
One comment however, indicated detailed practise in using a daily
workpad:
We had to plan in some detail for the first month. We also had to
prepa~e in gr~at detail a daily workpad of everything we were gOing
to do In the fIrst week of term in 1980.
It was clear from the comments from many institutions that this was
an area of concern for these newly graduated teachers.
Time Allocation
There w~s strong, unsolicited~ feeling that budgeting school time
?et~een subject areas should receive more attention. Some interviewees
indicated that the matter had received little or no attention. One said:

Daily Workpads
In addition to the above general comments on planning, there were a
number of comments specifically referring to planning daily workpads.
Almost all of these suggested that this aspect of planning received
insufficient attention. One held that the matter of daily workpads had not
been treated and that the suggested approach to lesson planning was
impractical.
We received no instruction at all in preparing a daily workpad and we

At no time during the course has time allocation for various subjects
been discussed.
And another:
There has been no timetable allocation discussion at all.
Assignment Marking
There were also many. suggestions that the style of marking of
assignments on programming encouraged the preparation of program-
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mes with an impractical degree of detail. Two relevant comments are:
On one of my practices the headmaster criticised my programmes
as being too detailed for practical teaching.
One problem of the fact that the programmes are prepared for
assignments in thaC" students tend to prepare very detailed
programmes in order to obtain high marks. Although the lecturers
say that they want realistic programmes, they assign higher grades
to more detailed work and students quickly learn this and put in (as
you see in my social studies programme) eight sheets for a four
weeks period. This is quite unrealistic. A teacher would not have
time to do this.
At one institution it was observed that some very detailed
assignments had been marked with the warning that it would be
unreasonable to attempt to plan in such detail when teaching.

aS~i~nm~nts to giv~ m~r~ gUidance about the degree of detail expected

aVOid ~IVlng high grades to students who have prepared
P ansorWI~themant~Impractical
degree of detail.

a~

:Im~st all of the graduates approached regarded the matter of training
t::~h~rs t~hPlan as a very im,portant part of their preparation for
d

Ing·
ey ~~w pl~nnlng programmes" as preparing working
ocumen t s to gUide their teaching.

As mentioned earlier, the data shown here is part of a stud of
what th~y will do with their students. Other par~s ott~:
s u y WI I Involve getting information from:

t~acdher~1 ~Ian
a)

the teacher training institutions about how they endeavour t
0
teach students about planning,

b)

principals and superintendents about how they think teach
do, and should plan, and
ers

c)

teachers about how they plan and why they use those particular
approaches.

Summary
These results have indicated wide differences between institutions in
the teaching of planning in particular subjects and between subjects
within institutions. In many cases the graduating teachers have given
their courses a firm vote of appreciation, however, other courses are
clearly considered to be readily improvable.
The most consistently suggested improvements called for:
1.

more initial instruction with less student "exploration",

2.

instruction about breaking "programmes" into lessons in addition to
the presently taught building lessons into topics,

3.

ready access to examples of a variety of approaches to planning,

4.

more encouragement to collect examples of other teachers' plans,

5.

instruction about purposes and forms of "daily workpads",

6.

instruction about time allocation between and within subjects, and

7.

instruction about and practice with planning collective programmes
in groups.

It is hoped that the study will result in:
a)

descriptions of a range of approaches to planning,

b)

information about the influences that determine how teachers
plan, and

c)

a r~-assessment of the relationships between traditional
CUrriculum theory and practical curriculum development.

In.1980 the major focus of the study will be case studies of
experienced teachers as they plan. Using Ethnographic research
methods, the attempt will be ~ade t~ develop profiles of the lannin
approaches. used ~y teachers In a variety of schools and the in~1
g
that determine their situation.
uences

This last point is particularly interesting in view of the fact that it was
not mentioned in the questionnaire or interview schedule and came
spontaneously from the graduates. Many had been on teaching practice
in schools (particularly open area schools) where teachers planned
collectively, and had recognized the need for consideration of the steps
and skills involved.
As is to be expected from the differences illustrated between
institutions, there was a general suggestion from some institutions that
students should prepare more programmes, however, students from
other institutions considered that this had been extremely thoroughly
covered.
There was a common call for those who marked "programming"
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